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A note from your Centre Manager
Who can believe I am writing our End of Year Newsletter for the fourth time!! When reflecting on what messages I had for our community this year I looked back on my first end of
year Newsletter in 2015, then we were just starting to introduce some extra curricular activities and our borrowing library - who could believe four years later our children now have
access to not only Ginger Sport (soccer), Petite Ballerinas and Chess and we have now
added Move and Groove classes, and outdoor educator offering a sustainability focus,
Spanish lessons and for our Kindergarten Program Art Classes by Raw Art and whole
class Chess lessons with Chess Mates!
In 2015 we were preparing for our first End of Year celebration which seems to be getting
bigger and bigger each year and our first graduation of 10 children! This year can you believe we will have 29 Kindergarten Children graduating and have confirmed a full cohort of
children who have chosen Little Ducks as their Kindergarten Program for 2019! Many of
the children graduating this year were our older babies in 2015 When we opened Harvey,
Faith, Zara, Sarah, Ella, Olivia, Lily, Charlotte, Santiago, Hudson and Angus were all enrolled in our very first few weeks of opening the service. IT has been such an honour to
see these children, as well as the remainder of our Kindergarteners grow and learn and be
so ready for school! I have loved seeing our hardworking passionate teachers work closely
with our wonderful parents to ensure we do our best to create learning opportunities.
I am really excited to see what is in store for us in 2019 as we continue some of the strategies we have begun in order to work reflectively and collaboratively with our community to create the early learning opportunities for our children—parent information sessions, parent and teacher child goals and work toward providing more
opportunities for families to contribute to the community and
their child’s learning.
Michele Kovchenko
Centre Manager
Educational Excellence with the power of play based
learning

97 Jubilee Terrace
Bardon QLD 4065
Phone (07) 3366 6907
Fax (07) 3356 8400

bardon@littleducks.com.au

Upcoming Events!
November
Monday 29th Oct to Friday 2nd Nov -Grandparents week!
Tuesday 6th November - Melbourne Cup!
13th to 19th - National Recycling Week
Friday 11th - Remembrance Day
Thursday 15th - Teddy Bears Picnic
Thursday 22nd - Thanks Giving

December
Monday 3rd - International Day of People with a Disability
Thursday 6th- Preschool Graduation
Friday 14th- Christmas Celebration
Tuesday 25th - Christmas Day PUBLIC HOLIDAY
Wednesday 26th—Boxing Day! PUBLIC HOLIDAY
MONDAY 24TH TO FRIDAY 28TH - LITTLE DUCKS CLOSED

Policy Reviews
We value your input and feedback ….. The policies/procedures in
review during November and December are:









Code of Ethics
First Aid Policy
Inclusion Policy
Medication policy
Medication short & Long Term
Administration
Nutrition Policy
Rest Time Policy

We encourage you to provide feedback in person, by phone or by
email.

Educator Spotlight ...
Diana Marin Nursery Educator
Diana joined our Little Ducks Family in January 2017 with passion and a
spirited dedication for Childcare. Diana first began following a career in Childcare in her home country of Columbia as a first grade English Teacher, it was
here that she discovered her passion ,love and want to establish a career
within the childcare industry. Diana found opportunity to follow this dream here in Australia undertaking the study of a Certificate III in Childcare and
extending her studies to a Diploma in Early Education and Care , which she has almost completed.
You will find Diana’s warm nurturing character caring for our Beautiful babies along side Miss Tammie within the Nursery where at times you may
hear the echos of her singing Spanish Tunes and
reading in Spanish to the children!

Our Program
Sustainability Programs
This term our Outdoor Educator, Miss
Paige has added to the value of our Sustainabilty Program by completing the Brisbane Kindy Waste Smart Kindy Program.
Through this program Paige has been
able to Audit our waste processes and
learn ways to reduce our landfill footprint.
The Waste Smart Kindy program is an
initiative for early learning centres and
services in Brisbane. The program provides early learning educators with free
professional development as they work
toward becoming a Waste Smart Kindy.
A Waste Smart Kindy is an early learning
centre or service that has demonstrated a

commitment to keeping Brisbane clean,
green and sustainable by reducing their
waste to landfill and increasing resource
recovery.
The program covers four units– Setting
up a waste smart Kindy, Recycling,
Compost and worm farming and Munch
and Crunch.
We excitedly await
our Certifcate and
Fact sheets for parents.

Development information
Sleep is recognised as a biological driven
behaviour and our busy lifestyles can
make for a “poor fit “ when our schedules
are not compatible with our little ones biological drive for sleep.
At times when we meet these incompatible stages we are able to draw upon the
developmentally age appropriate recommended guide lines for sleep.
For 1 to 4 week old babies it is recommended that our babies receive 15 –16
hours per day in short burst of 2 or 4
hours.
For 1 to 4 month old Babies it is recommended 14 to 15 hours per day with
longer more restful sleeps of 4 to 6 hours
in duration. It is also around this age you
may start to recognise a developing sleep
pattern.
For 4 to 12 month old Babies it is recommended 14 to 15 hours a day yet
most children may only sleep 12 hours a
day with three naps within the day .
For 1 to 3 year old children it is recommended 12 hours a day with most children dropping to one nap of 1 to 3 hours
duration during the day.
For 3 to 6 year old's it is recommended

10 to 12 hours per day with very little
napping past the age of three. It is less
common for five year old's to be napping.
By the age of three children have
usually developed their sleep patterns
and there is usually no emergence of any
new sleep problems. Yet as parents we
can all experience bedtime or sleep difficulties with our little ones when we least
expect it even beyond the age of Five.
Reaching out within our community for
education and support can at times be
the most beneficial coping mechanism .
At the moment Griffith University Psychology Clinics are reaching out to parents in need of such support, providing
“A lights out Program” with free training and workshops for various sleep problems within children beginning prep next
year and the information is easily accessible via their face book
fb.me/lightsoutsleep

Nursery Natter!
It has been an exciting and busy time in the nursery this recently, We have explored natural materials such as sand, leaves and water. We have had fun experimenting by adding water to the sand and observing the texture of the wet sand.
This helps us to connect to and explore the work around us, the different textures
and how we can make changes.
We also enjoyed continuing to get messy by painting the fences with brushes and
water, intrigued at how the water disappears and how the water changes the look
of different surfaces. Some of the children were also challenged by working together with other children as they waited for the particular bucket or brush they
wanted. This promotes emerging awareness of each other and how to work together.
We have seen great strides in some of the children’s development, learning new
important skills in as they move toward walking independently but also climbing
and becoming more mobile. Most of the children are now also using utensils independently at meal times something that also helps the children’s independence
and ability to take some responsibility for their own health and wellbeing,
We are noticing the children’s friendships increase often finding them working together at tasks sometimes interacting, sometimes playing nearby. Playdough,
painting and other creative experiences are helping the children to work near and
with each other creating opportunities for small groups and friendships to build as
the children seem to chatter with each other. To further extend our babies becoming effective communicators we have been learning
songs and listening to sounds and patterns in speech.
Exploring songs such as “I'm a little teapot”, “Open shut
them "and “Five little speckled frogs”. We sing in a small
group which has encouraged the children to mimic and
learn the actions and words of the songs.
During the next two months we will be continuing our
play based learning through many enjoyable interactions
as many of the children begin to transition to the Senior
Nursery and work toward even more independence.
Miss Tammie and Miss Diana

Senior Nursery News
The Senior Nursery have had a great two months strengthening our identity as we continue to
incorporate home events and activities into the classroom. We
have recently welcomed the birth of new family members with
two new baby brothers! This inspired lots of conversation
about how to care for a baby and we role played with bathing
dolls, comforting them putting them to bed and pushing them
in the stroller just like we do with our babies at home. We also
explored home activities at the center
such as roller painting and cake making!
Its been an exciting time as in preparation for next year we further strengthened our relationships with our
peers and educators with the beginning of Transitions! Some of the children explored new friendships as they began the transition to the Toddler room and we welcomed our new friends from the Nursery. It was
lovely to engage in opportunities with Miss Tammy and our Nursery
friends visiting for lunch and visits with Miss Rachael and the Toddler
friends for a Ukulele sing-along and afternoon tea.
Outdoors we have continued to explore our natural environment by watching the insects and birds that frequent
the center. During our gardening exploration we discovered some small beans and eggplants growing in our vegetable patch, we then loved exploration of the mud kitchen
exploring the mud and sand through use of our whole
body!
Through our emerging program Self-care is becoming a keen interest our friends have begun
practicing their undressing and dressing skills and the steps for hand washing. Some of our
friends are displaying a strong interest in using the toilet and express such wonder and awe
when using the flush button! It’s wonderful to see all our friends display such strong independence by washing their own hands and faces after meals.
Healthy eating has been a popular topic as we explored food preparation and Nutrition during
National Nutrition week. We enhanced our fine motor skills as we chopped Banana experimenting with its texture and taste then using our banana to create a Banana milkshake! We
then explored the different textures of mandarin and crème cheese experimenting with our
fine motor skills and hand eye coordination as we peeled the mandarins and spread the
crème cheese across a cracker. We also tested our muscle strength as we squeezed oranges
to create a delicious orange juice to have with Afternoon Tea!
During the next two months we excitedly look forward to exploring further our families home adventures and new additions, as
we strengthen our friendships and bonds with our peers
through our room transitions in preparation for 2019.
Thanks, from Miss Elisa and Miss Saanya.

Toddler Tales
Hello everyone!
We have had a great time learning meaningfully in the last
two months! This is because the Toddlers’ Room has been
really focusing on spontaneous learning and child-initiated
play!
This means that the educators are responsive to children’s
ideas and play, and from that, we form the basis of the learning experiences in the room. By responding to the children’s
evolving ideas and interests, we can assess, anticipate and
extend on their learning. We do this by using open ended
questioning, providing feedback, challenging their thinking and guiding their learning. We will
never want to miss out on the spontaneous ‘teachable moments’ to scaffold children’s learning!
Responsiveness to children is an important part of the Being, Becoming, Belonging Early Years
Learning Framework. By using spontaneous learning and child-initiated play, the educators focused on valuing and being responsive towards the children’s strengths, abilities, skills,
knowledge and interests. By building on that, it helps ensure that they will stay motivated and
engaged in their learning.
These responsive learning relationships are strengthened as educators and children learn together and share decisions, respect and trust. Responsiveness enables educators to respectfully enter children’s play
and ongoing projects, stimulate their thinking and enrich their
learning. We have done this during our own transport week
where children wanted to explore tire tracks; ramps; and roleplay our current favorite song, Wheels on The Bus! We even
got to have a close look at the police car and Miss Rachael’s
car!
That’s not all we did in the last two months! We also had an
abundance of cooking experiences due to high requests from
the children. We got to make sushi and pizza during our weekly Kindy – Toddler Time! We also had the opportunity to discover healthy ingredients during our many cooking experiences on Nutrition Week.
Our other learning experiences that have been inspired by the
children’s interest included planting; and kicking, throwing
catching and aiming balls. We are also currently exploring our
bodies after the children expressed their wonder in their own
heartbeats and listened to them on a real stethoscope! In the
last two months we have also focused on self-help skills and practicing to taking care of our
room. We also had a growing focus on teamwork! One of our current favorite things to cheer is
“Teaaaam Toddlers!”
There are only two more months left until it’s the end of the year! We will
keep on working on embracing and building on the children’s strengths
and plan more experiences for them to explore and learn! We will also
continue to work on transitions for the children coming into the room and
for those who are moving up! Looking forward ending the year on a great
note with everyone!
Rachael, Sam, Krista & Jess

Junior Kindy Jumble
What a busy couple of months we have had in the Junior Kindy
room, our play has developed, and we are learning several things
through it. Our favourite area to explore and play in now is our
home corner dress up space it has been a great way to extend our
knowledge of the roles in the community. The Early Years Learning
Framework outlines the learning that is happening within this unit
as Outcome 2 Children are connected with and contribute to their
world- “Children develop a sense of belonging to groups and communities and an understanding of the reciprocal rights and responsibilities necessary for active community participation as they begin
to recognise that they have a right to belong to many communities and broaden their understanding
of the world in which they live.” Our learning around community has been supported by several visitors to our room the first was the Community Liaison officer from The Gap police station. This visit
was planned to extend the children's understanding of "Community" and who is a part of their community. When the Policeman came he talked to the children about "Road Safety" as well as the role
of the Policeman in the community. After the talk the children were able
to try on several different police outfits, as well as a vest and hat. The
children loved pretending to be a policeman and learnt a lot about the
role and how they protect the environment.
Our second visit was Elissa Robins Oliver’s mum who came into help our
learning in National Nutrition week. She talked to the children about
Healthy foods and how they work at strengthening our body, she also
introduced us to Eating the Rainbow which she told the children the foods
we eat should be lots of different colours. The Early Years Learning
framework outlines the learning in Outcome 3 Children have a strong
sense of Wellbeing- “Children take increasing responsibility for their own
health and physical wellbeing by showing increasing awareness of
healthy lifestyles and good nutrition.”
This Month we have introduced the concept of Barefoot Play into the Junior Kindy room, after reading the article “Why barefoot is best?” we decided it was important for the children to be exposed to this type of development. The article states
“Walking barefoot develops a sense of body awareness or proprioception Babies and it’s how young
children learn about their bodies, where different bits are and what they can do with them through all
the sensations they receive through nerve endings. By placing shoes on our children’s feet, we are
reducing the amount and quality of sensory information the child is getting about their environment
and body. This in turn limits the development of sensory pathways that
promote healthy and functional movement patterns. This increases the
risk of losing balance and falling, particularly for toddlers and young children. An added benefit of Barefoot play at Little Ducks is that the children
are learning how to look after their belonging as well, our routine is that in
the morning we put our shoes in our lockers and that’s where they stay for
the day. The Early Years Learning Framework outlines the learning in
Outcome 3 Children have a strong sense of Wellbeing- “Children take
increasing responsibility for their own health and physical wellbeing by
showing enthusiasm for participating in physical play and negotiating play
spaces to ensure their wellbeing.”
As summer starts our sensory exploration will be extended by water and
mud play these activities are best for the development of Proprioception
skills in young children it will also be a great way to extend and challenge
our senses and not mention keep cool in the hot weather.
Miss Marnie and Miss Cintia

Kindy Catch Up
This year has flown! I cannot believe that it is already November and shortly we will be
wishing our Kindergarten children all the best as they move from Little Ducks and start
their Primary School journey. I consider Term Four to be the busiest and most enjoyable
term of our year. The children excitedly begin their school transitions days, we host our
Christmas and Graduation events and we harvest the vegetables that we have been
carefully growing for months. It is also when we recognise and reflect on the growth
and development we have seen in the children. Many of the children who started the
year as strangers have now formed fulfilling relationships with their peers, increased
their independence and self-help skills and now display enthusiasm and curiosity towards learning.
Fostering a child lead program, in recent weeks we have extended on the children’s
passion for insects and bugs. Inspired by a child who brought a red triangle slug from
home to share with his peers, the children have researched insects, used microscopes
to complete a bug hunt in the playground and read many Eric Carle stories including
‘The very hungry caterpillar’, ‘The Grouchy Ladybug’ and ‘The Very Quiet Cricket’.
Working with the children we rewrote the story “We’re
Going on a Bear hunt” to “We’re Going on a Bug Hunt”.
The children rewrote the words to suit our centre. We tip
toed through Junior Kindy, climbed over the obstacle
course, stomped through the sandpit, crawled through
the tunnel before finding a slug in the vegetable garden. The children added pictures to their storybook before visiting the younger rooms to read their story to their
peers. While in the playground a group of children
were seen using the classroom to camera to take photos of
their peers. Extending on this spontaneous interaction the
children learnt about Art Galleries, famous artists and different styles of art. The children then selected a photograph
from the pile that they took which they used as inspiration
to paint a representation of. This painting then created a
gallery in the Nursery classroom.
Inspired by a visit from Constable Paul a local serving Police
Officer, we learnt about our responsibilities as members of
the community. The children then worked hard to create a list of classroom expectations that we follow whilst at Little Ducks. Using the acronym STAR, the children broke
down their responsibilities into 4 categories ‘Staying Safe’, ‘Take Responsibility’, ‘Active
Learning’ and ‘Respect Self and Others’.
We continued building our relationships with the children from across the centre during Toddler Time. During our weekly visits the children have enjoyed art, cooking or
group music and movement sessions. During these interactions the Kindergarten children have role modelled how to make positive choices, appropriate table manners
and how to respect resources during play. During National Nutrition Week the Toddlers visited to learn about the importance of ‘eating our rainbow” and how each
coloured food helps the body grow and develop in different way. We extended on
this lesson by making healthy bliss balls filled with fruit, dates and coconut.

Kindy Catch up
Each Term Miss Carly attends networking meetings with school and Kindergarten
teachers from the local area. We are very excited to be hosting this wonderful group
of educators at Little Ducks in Term Four. During their visit we will share with them our
wonderful and educational Kindergarten Program, showcase our facilities and discuss
the success of the indoor/outdoor program.
Spanish with Senorita Cintia.
Senorita Cintia has spent the recent weeks teaching the children their Christmas concert songs “Poco Loco” and “Feliz Navidad”. Moving forward the children will be
learning about ‘Traditional Spanish Dress’ as we plan our Christmas concert outfits.
Senorita Cintia has spent the recent weeks teaching the children their Christmas concert songs “Poco Loco” and “Feliz Navidad”. Moving forward the children will be
learning about ‘Traditional Spanish Dress’ as we plan our Christmas concert outfits.
RawArt.
In recent weeks we have noticed that Miss Kathleen has been planning more challenging art experiences for our weekly RawArt classes. The children have expressed
that their favourite lessons are clay and messy painting. Miss Kathleen has been alternating these classes during term three as she works closely to create clay faces, clay
cats or dogs, messy flower paintings and large wall landscape paintings.
ChessMates.
The Kindergarten children continue to display enthusiasm towards their weekly chess
classes. Mr Ben has worked closely with the children to learn the names of the chess
pieces.
Move and Groove.
The children have been very busy with Miss Paige learning how
to
bounce balls and leap. Paige ensures her lessons are fun and
engaging as she plans entertaining games, verbally encourages the children to ‘have a try’ and plays exciting music.
Sustainability.
Sustainability has been a huge focus during term three with the children learning
about ways to save paper and growing our own vegetable garden. The children
planned with Miss Paige what they wished to grow in their garden before assisting her to plant their choices into the fresh soil.
The children have increased their ability to be responsible and
leadership skills by watering their garden each day, ensuring the
area is clean and tidy and picking off any dead leaves from the
plants. Recently the children recognized that the insects had
been eating their plant, working closely
with Miss Paige the children created a
safe insect repellent which they spray on their garden each
morning.
Moving forward we are very excited for our graduation and
end of year party!
Miss Carly and Miss Leanne.

Move and Groove
We have had a busy few months of Move and Groove practicing and developing
new motor skills. Bouncing was our focus for the month of September, we spent
lots of time with balls in our hands practicing with both hands to bounce then using
one hand to try and control the ball as it came back to us, once we were able to
gain more control of the ball we made our way through a small obstacle course
while bouncing and walking. Bouncing helps enhance our hand eye coordination,
reaction time as we estimate when the ball is going to bounce back and our overall
locomotive coordination.
With our focus on Leaping during the month of October we have engaged in giant
leaping for the stars, leaping across raging rivers, and balancing while leaping
across and upon the stepping stones.
We started off practicing our leaping by using the stepping buckets where we used
alternate feet to walk across, we slowly moved the buckets further and further
apart as we had more control over landing on one foot, once the buckets were
stretched as far as they could go we moved on to the stepping stones.
We look forward to the next two months where we will focus on developing our
galloping skills during the month of December and then incorporating all the skills
we have learnt through the year into a physical routine.

Our Community ...
Over the last few months we have been excited to foster a relationship with
Communify Queensland a charity and community that has been part of the Bardon
Community for 40 years. We were contact by one of our lovely neighbours (Mrs
Von) who presented us with an opportunity to sell cards that she produces with a
group of lovely Bardon ladies. Mrs Von has connections with Communify Qld and so
we thought it a great opportunity to provide the profits from the cards to Communify
for their “Pantry” We have extended this connection by participating in a food drive
for the Communify “Pantry” and look forward to continuing the connection and opportunities for our children to extend their experiences of our community.
Thank you to everyone who has been part of this initiative.

Healthy Habits!
Foods that help you sleep!
Bananas contain melatonin and
serotonin natural elements that
aid in sleeping.
Dairy contain Tryptophan
the amino acid that
promotes sleepiness.

Eating Wholegrains
helps produce
insulin which
promotes sleep.

